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2017 PROJECT OF THE YEAR
Overview/Introduction/Reason for Project

The Bucklin Hill Bridge & Estuary Enhancement project is the largest roads project in Kitsap County Public Works’ history.
The project constructed a 240-foot, multi-span, four-lane bridge, and installed new bike lanes, wider sidewalks and two
scenic overlooks. The result: increased traffic capacity, enhanced tidal exchange, and improved fish migration. To complete
the project, Bucklin Hill Road was closed July 1, 2015, for the 13-month construction period, and reopened July 22, 2016,
following a ribbon-cutting ceremony.
Bucklin Hill Road is an important corridor in unincorporated Silverdale, WA. Silverdale, located on the Kitsap Peninsula, is
the main business and commercial center in Kitsap County. It is the home to a major hospital, medical offices, schools, a
YMCA, a large shopping mall, and numerous shopping complexes. Since the mid-2000’s, over 20,000 cars per day traveled
this corridor and crossed the estuary on a two-lane roadway. Traffic congestion was a major issue.
Kitsap County initiated the Bucklin Hill Bridge & Estuary Enhancement project in 2011 with three (3) primary and equal
goals in mind—increase traffic capacity to reduce traffic congestion in Silverdale, enhance the Clear Creek estuary as it
enters Dyes Inlet, and improve fish migration in Clear Creek. These goals were established to promote the enjoyment and
protection of the natural resources of the region and to improve access to the primary business and commercial area of
the Kitsap Peninsula. The project embraces community values, considers transportation needs, protects and enhances
environmental resources, and recognizes residents, business owners, and the Suquamish tribal members who live, work,
and play in the area.

“The ecology and economy of the project was huge to Silverdale as
a regional center. Our ability to move people, goods and services
around our community and the ability to take out this choke point in
our infrastructure is extremely important.”

““The project brings improvement to the economic and ecological
vitality of Silverdale and Dyes Inlet.”

Robert Gelder
Kitsap County Commissioner

Edward Wolfe
Kitsap County Commissioner

To achieve these goals, the project replaced the roadway embankment and two 72-inch culverts with a 240-foot three-span
bridge; widened the road to five lanes; added new traffic signals, roadway and pedestrian lighting; made storm drainage
and water quality improvements; and added pedestrian and bicycle amenities. The grade of the road was raised five feet to
provide the required clearance under the new bridge to accommodate a 100-year storm and flood event, and to better fit
the adjacent properties and roadway alignments and intersection connections. The design team, led by Otak, Inc., worked
closely with County staff and the community to select urban design elements such as illumination, hand and guard railings,
custom form liners, benches, and tie-ins to trails and recreation areas. Selections were consistent with the vision for the
Silverdale area.
Exeltech Consulting, Inc., provided the construction management and inspection services for the project and Granite
Construction was awarded the construction contract. Shortly after being awarded the contract, Granite proposed a Value
Engineering Change Proposal (VECP) which included a new bridge superstructure type and revisions to the substructure.
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Using a team approach with the Contractor, Kitsap County,
the design team, and Exeltech, the bridge was redesigned
with the goal of saving time and money, without losing
quality or adding maintenance costs.
“Granite Construction is proud to have been a partner on such an
important project for Kitsap County and the Silverdale community.
The project team’s willingness to develop and implement a Value
Engineering (VECP) solution for the new bridge structure, which
reduced schedule, sequence risk, and environmental impacts, was
a reflection of everyone’s project-first focus.”

Mike Stein
Area Manager NW WA, Granite Construction, Inc.

Funding: Multiple sources contributed to this project.
Amount and Funding Partners
$6,800,000 Federal Highway Grant
$4,000,000 State Transportation Improvement Board Grant
$1,400,000 Silverdale Water District
$270,000 Private Utilities
$700,000 Sewer Utility Capital Fund
$6,180,000 County Road Fund
$19,350,000 Total Funds

1. Completion Date
CONSTRUCTION: June 1, 2015 – July 22, 2016

“The project makes economic sense and it makes
ecological sense.”

Derek Kilmer
United States Representative, Washington State

Rather than the initial design of concrete slab girders,
Granite Construction proposed a standard Washington
State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) deck bulb tee
girders superstructure, and revisions to the substructure
that allowed an existing highly sensitive fiber optic duct
bank to be temporarily supported in its final location during
the excavation of the existing roadway embankment and
substructure construction. The re-design meant the fiber
optic ducts were moved once, rather than twice, which
reduced risk, time, and cost. The re-design also benefited
Clear Creek by restoring it to its new channel in one season
rather than two. The re-design successfully matched the
original design alignment and profile and the stormwater
and utility installation as designed by Otak, Inc.

When Otak, Inc., began the design work in 2011, the
construction start was planned for the summer of 2014;
however, delays in right-of-way acquisitions and certification
postponed the construction to the summer of 2015. The
project was advertised in December of 2014, pre-bid
meetings were held in January, 2015, and bids opened on
January 27, 2015. Per the contract, construction was not
to start before June 1, 2015 and the road closure had to
occur on July 1, 2015. These dates had been communicated
to the public and committed to the school district to avoid
detouring school bus routes for the last few weeks of school.
The dates were carefully chosen based on a schedule
developed before bid to account for in-water windows,
utility coordination, and weather sensitive related items.
An early pre pre-construction meeting was held in March of
2015 to start discussion on critical procurement items and
the project schedule.
Eight Puget Sound Energy (PSE) transmission poles needed
to be relocated to make room for the bridge construction
and roadway widening. The design team carefully surveyed
the transmission lines and determined the exact location

Installing PSE transmission poles
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and height needed for the required clearance for the
bridge construction crane. The new poles were installed in
February of 2015 ahead of construction, which removed a
potential conflict of space. The installation required Bucklin
Hill Road to close for nearly a week, which provided a
unique opportunity for actual observation of traffic flow,
behavior, and revisions anticipated during the 14 month
construction closure. The transmission poles were laid out
by the design team and staked by County’s survey crew
to ensure accurate installation location to clear future
improvements—particularly retaining walls and footings.
The project was bid early in the year—bids opened in
January—allowing time for potential bidding issues or
delays, procurement of materials, review of submittals,
etc., providing assurance – a buffer – that the project would
remain on the schedule committed to the public. This also
opened the option for the contractor to possibly submit
a VECP. The VECP proposal was raised during a pre-bid
meeting and the County responded that they would take the
proposal under consideration.
Two well-attended, pre-bid meetings-while not mandatorywere held to discuss high-risk issues identified by the
design team. The meetings included a presentation by Terra
Technologies, a contractor for CenturyLink, who used a

specialized patented system “Terra Move” to move the fiber
optic duct bank, which required significant coordination
during construction.
The construction contract was awarded to Granite
Construction, Inc. on February 6, 2015 and executed on
March 9, 2015. Notice to Proceed was issued May 13, 2015
with the first working day on the project scheduled for June
1, 2015. The contract included 275 working days with 40
deducted by the VECP study. This allowed flexibility to add
working days back to the contract should issues and conflicts
arise, which they did. Substantial completion, and full and
unrestricted public access, was accomplished and issued on
July 22, 2016.

Contract Dates:
Bid Opening

Jan 27, 2015

Award

Feb 6, 2015

Execution

March 9, 2015

Notice to Proceed

May 13, 2015

First Working Day

June 1, 2015

Road Closure

July 1, 2015

Substantial Completion

July 22, 2016

Commissioner Wolfe was a frequent
and welcomed visitor to the project

“The project was on time and within the budget expectations.”

Edward E. Wolfe
Kitsap County Commissioner
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2. Construction Schedule

The extensive collaboration during construction was essential in the success of the project and resulted in opening the
road (bridge) ahead of schedule—as advertised to the public. Collaboration began with securing the undeveloped site
immediately west of the project to serve as a storage yard for the contractor.
In addition, a shared office for the contractor and construction management team, located adjacent to the project,
allowed for ongoing conversation, dispute resolution, and collaboration. This significantly increased the level of ongoing
communication that was vital to ensuring this project stayed on track. A blended construction management team, included
a County inspector with local knowledge and contacts with utilities helped move the project to completion providing long
term environmental and transportation improvements to the community.
Early in the design phase, the conventional wisdom was that the road would remain open during construction. With 20,000
cars each day crossing the estuary on this arterial roadway in Silverdale, Kitsap County’s main business area, the County
recognized the impact a closure could have. However, the design team forecasted traffic redistribution, developed “Pros and
Cons” and analyzed the difference in cost and construction time if the road were closed.
The analysis determined the County would save nearly $2M and reduce construction time by at least six months if the road
were closed during construction. Some other “Pros and Cons” for a Road Closure included considerations like:
• Recognizing that an ‘’open” road would still come with restrictions and one-lane operations, creating significant
congestions.

“…we believe that there is an efficiency gain to be realized for all by closing the roadway during construction.
Not only will the contractors and professionals benefit from a protected and safer work zone, but the options for
employing more creative construction techniques become greater.
We believe, too. that the closure will ultimately result in an overall shorter construction duration, which presents
not only operational benefits to the motoring public, but a more fiscally responsible use of public funds.”

Hal Dempster, Manager
Engineering and Construction, CenturyLink
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and several community groups were brought together
with a common vision to make improvements in Silverdale.
Stakeholders recognized that a one-year road closure
could have been very controversial, but with the proactive
and inclusive approach by the County and its design and
construction teams, the traffic and construction impacts to
residents and businesses were mitigated. The relationships
of the project stakeholders were stronger as a result of
these efforts.

• Safety for those working on-site and the public
maneuvering through the site.
• Past experience in the County—right in Silverdale—is
that motorists wouldn’t necessarily choose an alternate
route to avoid construction, but a complete closure
would force the issue.
• One detour could not accommodate all the added traffic
so multiple options needed to be communicated to avoid
grid-lock.
• Fire access to a retirement community located adjacent
to the construction zone had to be provided through the
closure area at all times.
• Property access from the roadway.
Because there were only two property accesses located
within closure limits, a full closure was feasible. The County
and the design team worked closely with the two property
owners and designed alternate accesses. The alternate
accesses were constructed as the first order of business for
the Contractor prior to road closure July 1, 2015.
County Commissioners passed a resolution in 2013 to close
the roadway for 16 months, ensuring the design could
continue predicated on a roadway closure. The construction
contract advertised for bids in December of 2014 and
established the Contractor’s allowed closure to 13 months,
based on a carefully estimated construction schedule by
the constructability sub-consultant, Ott-Sakai Construction
Consultants, on Otak’s design team.
Through the extensive community outreach efforts by the
County, and with support from the designer, local citizens

Once construction started, it quickly became apparent
that the road closure was the prudent way to build the
project. The closure allowed for enough room to work,
move equipment and to stage materials, especially when
project delays required simultaneous installation of adjacent
utilities.
The schedule allowed flexibility to the contractor, and by
awarding the contract early, provided the contractor time to
implement the VECP process as allowed for in the contract.
Once the VECP concept was approved by the County,
Granite selected Exeltech Consulting, Inc., to provide the
structural engineering. The VECP concept included a savings
of 40 working days and $151,400 to each, the County and
Granite Construction. In accepting the Contractor’s VECP to
re-design the bridge, the County also received value in that
any risk of the re-design now belonged to the Contractor.
The re-design changed the superstructure from 30” slab
girders with a 9” concrete bridge deck, post-tensioned, both
laterally and longitudinally, to utilizing a standard WSDOT
W35DG deck bulb tee girder with a top flange of 7’-2” in
conjunction with a 5” concrete deck overlay. The W35DG
girders spanned the full length of the bridge, eliminating mid
span shoring towers and the “in-stream” work that would be
required to install the as-designed 30” slab girders. The redesign also changed the substructure by increasing the total
number of shafts from 12 to 16 and reduced the diameter of
the shafts from 6’ to 4’. This allowed the shafts to be drilled
and the foundation constructed prior to moving the critical
fiber optic duct banks. It reduced the quantity of drilled
shaft excavation even with the increased number of shafts.
Though this required review and approval of Washington
Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW) under the project’s
Hydraulic Project Approval (HPA), WDFW was able to review
the permit quickly recognizing the benefit of constructing
the bridge within the first in-water window.
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Weekly progress meetings at the shared construction office
were well attended by the construction management team,
contractor staff, and design team; and representatives from
the utilities, fire department, and county staff—project
manager, traffic section, survey, and the public outreach
coordinator.
The County accelerated the project to recapture time lost
due to delays experienced early in the project attributable to
unforeseen utility conflicts. This was needed in order for the
road re-opening to occur by August as communicated to the
community in the design phase. The lost time was primarily
made up by directing the Contractor to allow work crews
overtime that were involved in critical items of work. The
County agreed to pay the premium portion of the overtime
hours that occurred by increasing work days to ten hours for
six days per week for a duration of four months.
The Contractor was required to use a Type C Schedule with
a bid item in the contract for updates. During 13 months of
construction, the Contractor provided a starting point and

“…Our initiative within the department is practical solutions. How
more practical can you be then to give a contractor the ability to
change the design and open the project early within the budget
because of the schedule? Instead of a two-year construction a oneyear construction; that’s innovation and I applaud the county and
congratulate you.

Kathleen Davis, Director
WSDOT-Local Programs

six updates to the master schedule, with weekly three-week
‘look-aheads’ discussed at the weekly progress meetings.
A Dispute Review Board (DRB) was set up for this complex
and very time sensitive project. It proved to be extremely
helpful with settling contractual disagreements before issues
escalated. The DRB helped with the relationship between
the contractor and the construction management team by
allowing the participants to agree to disagree, present the
issue to the DRB, and then put the issue to rest.
Commitment to Sustainability: During the project, the
Contractor found a neaerby source for recycled concrete
crushed surfacing top course. The County processed a
change order that allowed the use of this material and
decided to revise the roadway section by replacing a
significant amount of the base course with this material.
During construction, it was decided not to replace a
significant length of existing 36-inch stormwater pipe that
was buried over 10 feet deep and was severely leaking.
Instead, the pipe was repaired by using a cast-in-place
concrete lining process.
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3. Safety Performance

The County reviewed and accepted the Contractor’s safety
program in advance of starting construction. The project
lost no time for injuries with over 70,000 man-hours on-site
used to complete the project. This is an extraordinary feat
because the project typically employed 4 to 5 separate
crews of 3-6 people each, working on different aspects of
the project at the same time—most often in adjoining areas.
One of the more challenging aspects of the project was
setting the bridge girders immediately adjacent to high
voltage power lines. The Contractor held several meetings
with a Labor & Industries inspector versed in this area of
expertise prior to attempting the work. This ensured that
the Contractor used the correct crane setup and process to
meet the relatively new code, but to also maintain the safety
of the crew performing the work. The complete road closure
was instrumental in providing a safer work environment for
the contractor by keeping pedestrians and 20,000 cars a day
out of the main construction zone.
Bucklin Hill Bridge Safety Statistics
June 2015 - August 2016

Total Hours Worked:
Duration of Construction in Months:
Injuries:

70,000
13
0

Tour for engineering students

“I’m energized because this project represents a partnership
between the county and the Sate, through its Transportation
Improvement Board, the Federal Highway Administration and the
Federal government through you and your tax dollars.”

Derek Kilmer
United State Representative, Washington State

Granite was very particular about safety, and the welfare
of their employees and subcontractors. Personal protective
wear, including safety glasses, were required by all working
on-site. A pre-work stretch, get-ready-for-work, and safety
meeting were held every morning in the laydown yard.
Safety issues, any near calls, and upcoming activities to
pay attention to were discussed at every weekly progress
meetings.
Hard hats, safety glasses and vests imprinted with “VISITOR”
were provided for public tours. Prior to going on-site for
a tour all groups received a safety presentation on how to
conduct themselves while within a construction zone.

Construction crew assisting resident
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4. Environmental Considerations

The project design included writing the specifications with
necessary environmental protections; writing permitting
documents broadly enough so that the contractor was able
to propose a different bridge construction sequence with a
more flexible fish exclusion method – saving the County time
and money. The design also considered constructability in an
estuarine environment effort including using a construction
consultant to prepare an estimated construction schedule
and comparing it with tide charts aligning important
activities with the time of year when tides were at their
lowest. The proposed and approved VECP required a revised
HPA permit, limiting the work to one fish window.

“Not just for walkers, bicyclists and cars, but this project helps
restore spawning habitat for salmon and other Clear Creek
estuary and flood plain flora and fauna. These natural features are
important to our native culture and to the history of Kitsap County.”

Charlotte Garrido
Kitsap County Commissioner

There were many environmental benefits provided by
the project, including improved air quality through the
elimination of traffic congestion, improved water quality—as
the project implemented water quality treatment measures
meeting the standards for enhanced treatment for all
impervious areas within the project, and improved access to
beach and trails.
The project enhances the pedestrian and cycling experience
with wider sidewalks and new bike facilities. Upgraded
illumination, particularly at the pedestrian crossing
locations, and two pedestrian overlooks, one including
permanent seating and one with a beautifully crafted kiosk
created by a local artist, improve community gathering
opportunities.

“Not only does this project remove a bottleneck, improve safety, but
it actually restores a function estuary. So this is a huge win for the
environment.”

Kathleen Davis, Director
Local Programs, Washington State DOT

Other environmental considerations include a state of
the art water quality treatment system, LED lighting, and
stormwater treatment systems by use of Filterra units.
The County agreed to a change order that provided for
an elaborate on-site stormwater treatment system which
turned out to be an important investment with the wettest
winter in recorded history.
Addressing additional environmental documentation and
permitting created by a federal funding nexus including
Section 4(f) requirements related to acquisition of a
sliver of right-of-way in front of a park demonstrated the
environmental focus of the project.

“….We’d like to center on the salmon and this estuary and the
ecology of this place. It’s a very important place in the history,
culture and heritage of the Suquamish Tribe.”

Leonard Forsman
Chair Suquamish Tribe at ribbon cutting
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There was special attention paid in addressing the difficult
design criteria imposed by WDFW related to fish protection.
The coordination with WDFW took much more effort since
the proposed solution was a custom design. Designing for
channel stability in an estuary environment where the fluid
dynamics are shaped by the creek flows including storm
events, storm drainage outfalls, tides, waves, and debris
that is inherent with these forces was also challenging.

This project required 12 permits, majority because of the
sensitivity of the estuary. Permits included:
The work didn’t seem to bother wildlife – a curious Bald Eagle was
spotted on a regular basis hanging out at the estuary

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NEPA – ECS and Section 4 (f)
Section 404 Permit from US Army Corps of Engineers
HPA – WDFW
ESA – Endangered Species
Historic Preservation – Section 106 - Cultural Resources
Shoreline Permit
Critical Areas
SEPA
401 Water Quality – DOE
NPDES
SDAP - Local Grading Permit
USCG (US Coast Guard)

Diffuser tank for stormwater dispersement designed to avoid fish
entrapment and allow public access under the bridge

Erosion and pollution control in place on a beautiful fall day
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5. Community Relations

The project overwhelmingly provides benefit to the community of Silverdale and the surrounding region, which relies on
the business and commercial area. For example, the intersection of Bucklin Hill Road and Levin Road had restrictions on
turning movements (right-in/right-out only) because the roadway geometry was so poor on Levin Road before construction.
The project solution straightened the approach to Bucklin Hill and removed sight distance issues related to the vertical
alignment. The intersection is still too close to a major intersection so left-turns out are prohibited, but allowing left-turns in
helps access the many medical offices lining Levin Road.
The project solution corrected numerous deficiencies for accessibility and is fully compliant with the Americans with
Disabilities Act. The intersection at Levin Road is greatly improved by the changes made to the vertical alignment. With a
retirement center located in the middle of the project, these improvements to access and safety are especially pertinent.

Bucklin Hill Road and Levin Road intersection improvements
Community Outreach: The Clear Creek Task Force—a community group tasked with monitoring the health of Clear Creek,
the Central Kitsap Community Council, and CenturyLink -- provided letters of support for the project and the road closure.
Because Bucklin Hill Road carries over 20,000 vehicles daily getting the word out for residents of the County to find an
alternate route was paramount.
Outreach for this effort was varied, widespread, and plentiful. Two (2) years before the project began the outreach team
created a tri-fold brochure with the “Scout Your Route” message, created a project logo, and secured a website domain,
BucklinHill.com, which contained all reports, permits, plans and specifications, and weekly progress updates. County
staff operated informational booths at nearly 20 public events before and during construction: farmers markets, festivals,
chamber meetings, Central Kitsap Community Council (CKCC) meetings, open houses, military events, student events,
business expos, and home and garden shows. At these events, staff provided updates on the project, distributed “Scout Your
Route” brochures, and car fresheners with the logo and website printed on them. Towards the end of the project, breath
mints were prepared for outreach events with “Thank You for Your Patience” and logo imprinted.
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During the design phase of the project, an online survey
was created to gather input on design elements such as
the bridge overlook concept, wall texture, street furniture,
lighting bollards, and bridge railings. Over 250 residents
provided input and their choices were incorporated in the
final design.
To promote the “Scout Your Route” message, staff utilized a
variety of methods. From articles published in the County’s
Public Works newsletter—reaching 110,000 households, to
distributing brochures door-to-door to nearly 100 businesses
located near the project. Other branded outreach materials
included stickers and posters. Numerous print ads and press
releases to local media were also utilized.
Once the project began, weekly updates were posted to
the website (pushed out through social media), and sent
electronically to the senior living community located near
the project. Periodically, the County’s project manager
provided update presentations to the same community.
Updates were also available through video interviews for
Inside Report (the County’s monthly video magazine) and
the Commissioner’s Corner.

On-site meeting and collaboration during the design phase between
the design team and the Suquamish Tribe

Crista Shores residents participate inRibbon Cutting July 22, 2016

On-request presentations and site tours were organized
for scout troops, several community groups, professional
organizations, and engineering students.
Nearly 100 residents from Crista Shores, a senior living
community near the site, and 300 community members and
dignitaries attended the ribbon-cutting event and were the
first to walk across the bridge. Three residents from Crista
Shores participated in cutting the ribbon along with three
County Commissioners. Following the ceremony, Crista
Shores hosted a reception open to the public.
Upon project completion, the County commissioned a
professional video with monthly progress photos, time-lapse
construction video, drone footage and various interview
clips. The video is posted to the Bucklin Hill website.

Public meeting – permit and section 4(f) discussion

The Peninsula Regional Transportation Planning Organization
(PRTPO) joined us for a presentation and guided tour
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»» Travel off peak
»» Adjust your routine (visit your favorite
business at a different time)
»» Plan your trip for right turns, not left turns
»» Combine trips
»» Carpool
»» Ride transit

Dedicated website provided weekly and event driven updates
The project was a frequent front page story in regional
and largest newspaper, the “Kitsap Sun”

Whaling Days event in Silverdale

A sampling of the many outreach materials available
to the project team
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6. Unusual Accomplishment Under
Adverse Conditions

This project successfully addressed very complex criteria and
unique problems. Several of note are as follows:

Excavating roadway fill

• Addressing additional environmental documentation and
permitting created by a federal funding nexus including
Section 4(f) requirements related to the acquisition of a
small portion of right-of-way in front of a county park.
• Designing the bridge to be constructed around a large
utility duct bank that could not be altered, disconnected,
or damaged due to the national security relevance of the
fiber wires on the inside.
• Dealing with difficult design criteria imposed by WDFW
related to fish protection. The coordination with WDFW
required more effort because the proposed solution was
a custom design.
• Coordinating with eight utility providers for relocation
and addition of 11 separate utilities supported on the
bridge.
• Designing for channel stability in an estuary environment
where the fluid dynamics are shaped by the creek flows
including storm events, storm drainage outfalls, tides,
waves, and debris that is inherent with these forces.
• Working with constructability issues related to the
dynamic environment of an estuary, such as verifying
that work can be done in the stated working days when:

“Thanks to the Public Works staff… they did the best I’ve ever
witness in terms of the communication and connection in with the
community about making sure they everybody was up to speed on
what was happening.”

Robert Gelder
Kitsap County Commissioner

»» Work depends on in-water work windows imposed
by the regulatory agencies
»» Work is affected by ground water levels hydraulically
connected to the tides
»» Work is affected by high and low tides
»» Sequencing of work is affected by others—utilities
that relocate their own facilities
»» Sequencing of work is constrained by obstacles such
as the suspended utility duct bank
Utility conflicts were complicated by the presence of an old
asphalt layer, an old wooden roadway, and contaminated
soils. Further complicating the project was the wettest
winter in recorded history.

“… on the day we closed the road we had three phone calls.”
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7. Additional Considerations

There were many highlights and achievements related to the
bid and construction of the project that allowed the County
to achieve project goals and opened the roadway (including
bridge) ahead of schedule as advertised to the community.
Some are as follows:
• Eight Puget Sound Energy (PSE) transmission poles were
installed in February of 2015, ahead of the construction,
avoiding site conflicts and providing an opportunity to
test the road closure on Bucklin Hill Road.
• The project was bid early in the year to allow time for
procurement and making it possible for the contractor
to consider submitting a VECP. The VECP was accepted
that re-designed both the bridge substructure and
superstructure. This saved $300,000 and enough time
to allow the bridge to be built inside of one in-water
work window. It also shifted more of the risk associated
with the bridge construction from the County to the
contractor.
• During preliminary conversations with the Contractor
before the construction started, it was agreed to add a
Dispute Review Board (DRB) to the contract. The DRB
played a significant role in helping resolve conflicts that
surfaced from this complex project.

Terra Technology’s patented system “Terra Move” to move fiber
optic duct bank
• Two well attended pre-bid meetings, although not
mandatory, included a presentation on the work of
Terra Technology, a contractor obtained by CenturyLink
to move the fiber optic duct bank concurrent with the
project.
• The design team included a contractor for
constructability review and construction schedule
development. This was very important with the
complexity of the fiber optic duct bank move, assuring
compliance with in-water work windows, and ability to
provide assurances to the public on when the roadway
would re-open.

Joint utility trench

• The construction management firm was retained prior to
bid, providing additional, independent constructability
and schedule review as well as advice during the award
process. The firm provided structural engineering for
the contractor’s re-design, requiring coordination with
the original structural engineer, and separation of
engineering and construction management. The County
held meetings to build understanding of roles and
responsibilities while ensuring any potential conflicts of
interest could be resolved.

“What you can’t see is what’s in the ground—and that’s a good
thing. That’s buried and that was the biggest challenge we had on
the job… we know better now that this was not a bridge project. It
was a utility replacement project with a bridge.”

• Significant time and effort went into utility coordination
in the design phase. The large number of site utilities
involved in the project and the required coordination
with Terra Technology in relocating the highly vulnerable
fiber optic duct bank.

Kristina ‘Tina’ Nelson
Project Manager, Kitsap County
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• The majority of the utility work was included in the
contract, leaving the project with seven different
schedules. Despite intense coordination, and nearly 150
potholes, the utilities, mainly the 48-inch storm sewer
installation, became a challenge as it still was not entirely
mapped. There is still a vault in one intersection that no
utility has claimed as theirs. Complicating the installation
of a joint utility trench and new water lines was the
presence of an old asphalt layer, abandoned wooden
roadway (treated railroad ties), and contaminated soils.

• Public outreach included on-request construction site
tours, with presentation and on-site guiding. Groups
included Boy Scouts, engineering students, US Navy,
Clear Creek Task Force, community groups, professional
organizations, and the Peninsula Regional Transportation
Planning Organization (PRTPO). Tours spread additional
understanding of the project within the community and
displayed how Public Works impacts our daily lives.

Local Boy Scout troop tour the site and learn about construction
Old asphalt layer and wooden roadway
Utility installation

• Having a blended Consultant/County construction
management team paid dividends as the team
included a County inspector with local knowledge and
connections/relationships with the seven different utility
companies. Having a shared office for the contractor and
construction management team located immediately
adjacent to the project provided efficiencies that became
significant as the number of utility conflicts developed.

• Public outreach, communication, and documentation
before, during, and after the project was extensive. A
project website was established—including purchasing
the domain www.BucklinHill.com—and contained all
reports, permits, plans and specs and weekly updates on
work that was accomplished and what was upcoming.
Weekly updates were provided to the neighboring
retirement and assisted living facility—Crista Shores. The
County’s staff photographer took monthly photos from
locations on the ground and from a bucket truck to take
aerial views of the progress. Two time lapse cameras
captured construction progress and footage was included
in a professionally edited video documenting the project.
Setting bridge girders

• Weekly progress meetings at the construction office
were attended by the construction management team,
utilities, fire department, County staff—including
Project Manager, Traffic Division representative, and the
Outreach Coordinator.
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A local artist created a beautifully crafted kiosk depicting salmon
and a salmon redd

• A local artist was engaged by the contractor to complete
several architectural features.
• A temporary state of the art water quality treatment
system was installed to handle storm runoff during
construction that allowed the project to securely meet all
Department of Ecology (DOE) requirements.

One of two pedestrian overlooks

Temporary state of the art water quality treatment system became
very important in the wettest season in recorded history
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